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Highlights
- correlation between mechanical properties and LiPF$_6$ concentration is observed
- reduced strength and failure strain at increasing LiPF$_6$ concentrations is observed
- correlation between LiPF$_6$ concentration and ion clustering is confirmed

Abstract
Multifunctional composites with load carrying and electrical energy storage capability are relevant for diverse applications. Due to often conflicting requirements for improving both functions, extended knowledge of mechanical material properties is crucial. This study analyzes the mechanical properties of a solid polymer electrolyte material for structural applications focusing on concentration changes and ion clustering.
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Abstract

Multifunctional composites with load carrying and electrical energy storage capability are relevant for diverse applications. Due to often conflicting requirements for improving both functions, extended knowledge of mechanical material properties is crucial. This study analyzes the mechanical properties of a solid polymer electrolyte material for structural battery applications by means of reactive molecular dynamics simulations.

Specifically, conditions for improving load carrying capacity are considered. With the aim of determining optimum salt concentration for mechanical performance, we report the findings on the electrolyte salt effects on the polymer's mechanical properties, including hydrostatic failure behavior. The findings indicate a possibility for stiffness improvement above a threshold concentration value, as well as significant differences in isotropic compression and expansion failure behavior. In isotropic expansion and shear, small failure strength and failure strain reduction at increasing salt concentration is observed. In hydrostatic compression no material failure is observed up to 10 GPa.

As a part of the molecular dynamics potential validation, the observed differences between references and test simulation results for ion transport related properties of a common solid polymer electrolyte have been assessed and discussed.

1. Introduction

The main goal of this study is to gain an atomistic level insight into the macroscopic mechanical properties of a typical solid polymer electrolyte (SPE) derived material – poly(propylene glycol) diacrylate (PPGDA) [1] – for 3-D structural battery fiber coating application. More specifically, we aim to obtain additional knowledge about main electrolyte component concentration effects on the material's mechanical properties.

From earlier experimental studies [2–5] it is known that structural batteries can be considered as a potential multifunctional composite material that could simultaneously function as reduced-cost, leakage-free, reduced-weight energy storage and structural elements of arbitrary shape. Moreover, the possibility of designing such multifunctional electrolytes has already been proven experimentally – both as implemented fiber coatings using poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) based materials [6] and bulk samples containing PEO with additional thio-ether segments [7]. Due to the significantly reduced ionic conductivities compared to organic liquid electrolytes [8,4], the production of ultrathin conformal coatings is of great importance. To this end, due to its compatible conductivity at room temperature (around 1e-6 S/cm) and thin coating manufacturability, the implementation of PPGDA based coating [1] is considered as an interesting alternative to the commonly used PEO based SPEs which are operated at elevated temperatures [8]. We consider the operability of PPGDA based electrolyte at room temperature as its main advantage in view of structural applications.

For implementation purpose, selecting a suitable design is critical. Considering possible architectures for structural batteries, predominantly two-dimensional (2-D) laminate type implementations have been devised [2,5,9]. However, a promising alternative could be the three-dimensional (3-D) type architectures. The motivation for this type of architecture is related to the significant reduction in ionic transport distance [10,11], as well as the possibility of producing 3-D fiber/matrix type structural composites...
Specifically, the 3-D solid battery architecture consists in the integration of both electrode materials into an inter-penetrating monolithic structure using a thin solid electrolyte layer as the separator. For this study, a 3-D battery architecture is assumed. The assumption implies that the relatively low (1e-6 S/cm) conductivity of SPE is acceptable.

Further, alternative means for improving SPE performance by additional functional components, not considered in this study, have been explored. The effects of specific polymer functional components on PEO based SPE mechanical properties and ionic conductivity have been studied computationally. For poly(styrene-block-ethylene oxide) (SEO) copolymer [12], the increase of the mechanical strength has been attributed to increased Li-C conjugation forces which, in turn, have reduced the ionic conductivity. For the same material, a different study [13] has concluded that conductivity of SEO/salt mixtures increases with increasing molecular weight of the copolymers. The latter behavior is attributed to an increase in inhomogeneous local stress fields which reduce the ability of PEO chains to coordinate with Li cations in low ion mobility regions. Another study [14] has estimated ionic conductivity and strength of PEO sulfonic acid-based SPEs with various contents of the PEO polymer. The results indicate improved ionic conductivity at increased hydration level. By taking into account that hydration simultaneously degrades the strength of material, an optimum level of the PEO polymer content w.r.t. strength and conductivity has been identified. Furthermore, an ionic liquid/PEO based SPE deformation study [15] has revealed inverse correlation between the material’s stiffness, strength and conductivity, all expressed as functions of ion concentration dependent crystallinity. However, an experimental study on salt/PEO based electrolytes [16] has reported a positive, salt concentration dependent correlation between the electrolytes conductivity and storage modulus. The above mentioned study [15] also reports a direct anisotropic effect of tension loading on ionic conductivity due to polymer re-arrangement and changes in crystal size and proportion. In contrast, another more recent experimental study [17] on PEO/LiClO₄ based thin film electrolyte reports equivalent deformation induced enhancement of both tension-parallel/in-plane and tension-normal/out-of-plane conductivity of the material. Apart from highlighting the significance of mechanical loading conditions and the anticipated dependence of the electrolyte’s mechanical properties on the ionic dopant, these findings suggest a further comparison with multiaxial, including triaxial, loading cases.

2. Method

2.1. Structures

Crosslinked and non-crosslinked PPGDA polymer structures (Figs. 1 and 2) were created using Molden [18] and LAMMPS [19,20]. Orthogonal unit cells of 520 atoms with average dimensions of 17 Å and 18 Å (1 atm, 300K), respectively, were used. LiPF₆ molecules at a ratios of Li:EO = 1:16/1:32 (EO = ethylene oxygen atoms) were added to the system during equilibration. The maximum concentration corresponds approximately to that used in a previous experimental study [1]. The unit cell was expanded 2 × 2 × 2 times (size effects are considered in Section 3.2). The structures consist of a mixture of periodic poly(propylene glycol) (PPG) and single unit PPGDA monomers. For crosslinking, the carbon atoms of the methyl group branches of PPG backbone were bonded with the terminal double-bonded carbon atoms of the PPGDA crosslinker monomer acrylate groups (Fig. 1) yielding EO:CO = 3:1 (CO = carbonyl oxygen atoms). Due to the particular crosslink layout, the two directions orthogonal to the periodic backbone direction were deemed most suitable for representing the behavior of an isotropic bulk material. The latter crosslink formation energy had been found to be lower than that of an alternative, backbone carbon bonded, crosslinking (Table 1). Thereby, a periodic crosslinking level of 50% with respect to the total number of PPG methyl-group C=C crosslinking sites in the system was obtained (Fig. 1b). We would like to point out that, according to an earlier molecular dynamics based study [21], the microscopic polymer stress–strain response of generic polymer melts has been found to be insensitive to heterogeneities due to crosslinking.

Due to availability of extensive experimental data, a chemically similar material – PEO – was used for force field validation purposes. The simulated PEO structure consists of three linear chain polymers of MW = 1e4 g/mol and LiPF₆ molecules at a concentration of Li:O = 1:20 yielding a system of 5069 atoms with an average cell dimension of 37 Å (1 atm, 363 K).

Orthogonal unit cells of 520 atoms with average dimensions of 17 Å and 18 Å (1 atm, 300K), respectively, were used. LiPF₆ molecules at a ratios of Li:EO = 1:16/1:32 (EO = ethylene oxygen atoms) were added to the system during equilibration. The maximum concentration corresponds approximately to that used in a previous experimental study [1]. The unit cell was expanded 2 × 2 × 2 times (size effects are considered in Section 3.2). The structures consist of a mixture of periodic poly(propylene glycol) (PPG) and single unit PPGDA monomers. For crosslinking, the carbon atoms of the methyl group branches of PPG backbone were bonded with the terminal double-bonded carbon atoms of the PPGDA crosslinker monomer acrylate groups (Fig. 1) yielding EO:CO = 3:1 (CO = carbonyl oxygen atoms). Due to the particular crosslink layout, the two directions orthogonal to the periodic backbone direction were deemed most suitable for representing the behavior of an isotropic bulk material. The latter crosslink formation energy had been found to be lower than that of an alternative, backbone carbon bonded, crosslinking (Table 1). Thereby, a periodic crosslinking level of 50% with respect to the total number of PPG methyl-group C=C crosslinking sites in the system was obtained (Fig. 1b). We would like to point out that, according to an earlier molecular dynamics based study [21], the microscopic polymer stress–strain response of generic polymer melts has been found to be insensitive to heterogeneities due to crosslinking.

Due to availability of extensive experimental data, a chemically similar material – PEO – was used for force field validation purposes. The simulated PEO structure consists of three linear chain polymers of MW = 1e4 g/mol and LiPF₆ molecules at a concentration of Li:O = 1:20 yielding a system of 5069 atoms with an average cell dimension of 37 Å (1 atm, 363 K).
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>ReaxFF</th>
<th>DFT/ReaxFF</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CH$_3$OCH$_3$ C=O dissociation</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>86.4/82.3*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiPF$_6$ dissociation</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_e$ in bonded LiPF$_6$</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_e$ in dissociated LiPF$_6$</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPGDA branch crosslink</td>
<td>17.4d</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>22.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPGDA backbone crosslink</td>
<td>15.9d</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPGDA 1-unit dissociation</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>75.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPGDA 2-unit dissociation</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>76.3/15.4*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPGDA periodic dissociation</td>
<td>53.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>78.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* ReaxFF trajectory structures

** MD minimization [59]

---

2.2. Simulation settings

In order to properly account for charge polarization effects during ion migration and study the material bond dissociation failure behavior resulting from bulk deformation, the simulations were performed using the MD package LAMMPS [19] with the reactive empirical force field ReaxFF [22], combined with charge equilibration according to [23] (QEa) in USER-REAXC package [20]. A force field parameter set that describes C/H/P/F/O/Si/C interactions, previously applied to battery related systems [24,25], was used.

The structures were initially energy minimized using a conjugate gradient method (max. force convergence criterion of 1e-6 kcal/mol/A) combined with quadratic line-search (max. displacement of 1e-2 Å per outer iteration) [26]. Minimization was stopped if linesearch $\alpha = 0$ was reached. The MD simulations were performed using Verlet time integration [27] with a 0.25 fs time step. For equilibration at 300K and 1 atm, the Nose-Hoover thermostat/barostat was coupled with five chain thermostats [28,26]. LAMMPS equivalent temperature damping constant (100 fs) and pressure damping constants (250 fs) were used, unless noted otherwise, to simulate the isothermal/isobaric (NPT) ensemble. Anisotropic pressure equilibration was applied. For the subsequent isothermal/isochoric (NVT) ensemble equilibration, the Nose-Hoover thermostat was applied. Equilibration was considered as sufficient if the mean potential energy change during a production run would be of order $\sigma_{pot}$/ns. For stress based dynamic tensile stiffness calculations in the backbone–orthogonal direction, the NPT ensemble with at least two different temperature/pressure damping constant combinations (100/250, 25/25, 25/250 fs) was applied in the stress-free directions of the cell. The strain rate range of [0.08, 8] s$^{-1}$ was imposed for the dynamic stiffness calculations. The simple shear failure simulations were performed at 12.5 ns$^{-1}$ shear rate. For non-equilibrium dynamic shear viscosity calculation, a shear velocity gradient according to the Muller-Plathe algorithm was applied [29,26].

For validation against DFT results, ionic relaxation calculations were performed using the VASP simulation package [30,31]. For the calculations, the plane augmented wave (PAW) [32,33] implementation was used with the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) PBE exchange-correlation functional [34], DFT D3 van der Waals interaction correction method with Becke-Jonson damping [35] (for condensed phase structures), 1e-4 eV convergence criterion for combined Davidson block iteration [36] / residual minimization method direct inversion in the iterative subspace [37] electronic minimization, and a conjugate gradient energy convergence criterion of 1e-4 eV for the ionic relaxation [38]. For band-structure energy calculations, the linear tetrahedron method with Blochel corrections [39] and Gauss-like functions [40] with the parameter $\sigma = 0.05$ [38] were used for multiple and less-than-five k-point grids. For k-point grid definitions, the Monkhorst-Pack scheme [41] was used. 400/520 eV plane wave basis set cutoffs were used for constant/variable cell volume calculations. The DFT based atomic charges were calculated using the DDEC [42] method.

2.3. Postprocessing and analysis methods

The reaction coordinate for monomer dissociation energy calculations were defined as the cell dimension change in the direction of deformation for periodic structures and terminal C atom interatomic distance change for non-periodic structures. Ion self-diffusivities, where PF$_6^-$ ion diffusion was represented by P atoms, were calculated according to the Einstein relation (without linear curve fitting). The ionic conductivity of LiPF$_6$ was calculated by assuming a constant mean ionic charge and converting the known Green-Kubo relation [43] to its corresponding Einstein relation [44,45]. Equilibrium shear viscosities were computed according to the Einstein and Green-Kubo relations [46]. Shear stress relaxation modulus was estimated as a function of the shear stress autocorrelation [47]. The latter methods are known for sensitivity w.r.t. the accuracy of long-range interaction description, which may result in viscosity overestimation [46], and a difficulty for the estimation of stress integral calculation accuracy at long integration times [48,46]. The potential disadvantages, however, are outweighed by the absence of loading rate effects which may be prohibitive for using NEMD based methods with long relaxation time materials due to minimum loading rate restrictions [48,49]. For dynamic stiffness ($E$) calculations, least-squares curve fitted values were averaged over the linear stress response strain range. Additionally, the dispersion of a curve fit was characterized by the normalized curve fit residual $R_{\text{ef}} = \sqrt{\sum (\sigma(E, \epsilon_{\text{data}}) - \sigma_{\text{data}})^2} / \sigma_{\text{samples}}$. Since the latter deformation range involved a transition from high stress, shock loading type response, to a lower stress response, the respective lower stiffness values are expected to approach the low stress limit according to experimental predictions [50].

For diffusivity, conductivity, and equilibrium state viscosity calculations, a sliding window averaging algorithm [43] and 10 sampling sets per simulation, each 50 % of full simulation length, were used. We would like to point out that, due to linearly decreasing number of samples vs sampling time, the averaged quantity values up to about 60 % of the maximum sampling time are considered for convergence validation (samples for ionic conductivity estimation provided in Fig. 3). The standard error of averaged quantities was calculated for a 95 % probability interval assuming the normal distribution. For structure visualization, the OVITO software was used [51]. For atomistic level interpretation of the macroscopic property results, atomic structure comparison w.r.t. complexation/coordination structure was performed by applying radial distribution and derived analyses. Specifically,
Oacrylate bonds can be directly linked to the normal to chain-periodic direction (separation distance change).

Comparison of DFT and ReaxFF structure energies (1 kcal/mol = 4.184 kJ/mol) for (a) two PPG units at condensed phase density during periodic cell deformation and (b) Li/single-unit PPGDA monomer during weakly bonded Li/monomer separation (reaction coordinate defined as separation distance change).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Force field validation

The force field validation was performed by considering both atomistic scale physical properties of poly(propylene glycol) (PPG) and LiPF6 (for comparison with analogous DFT results), and macroscopic scale physical properties of PEO structures (for comparison with experimental results).

Simulation results indicate overall slightly lower crosslink formation energies and CH2OCH2 dissociation energy, and significantly reduced PPGDA monomer dissociation energies compared to DFT/experiments (Table 1). The latter energy differences suggest that the actual material failure stresses/strains may be higher than the simulation predictions. Furthermore, for ReaxFF a distinct PPGDA monomer length dependence is observed, which is found to be in qualitative agreement with DFT results (without H transfer for the two-unit monomer). Here we would like to note that no H transfer events were observed for the ReaxFF dissociation trajectories. Last, a slight overestimation of nonbonded interactions is observed both for monomer–monomer and monomer–Li separation trajectories (Fig. 4). Comparison with bond and species statistics from isotropic expansion failure simulations (Section 3.4) indicates that the breakage of all C–Oacrylate bonds can be directly linked to the observed cross-linking monomer length dependent failure behavior. Moreover, the absence of H transfer events in all simulations indicates that force field energy barriers for the transfer are higher than those obtained for dissociation of monomers (Table 1).

For PEO, good agreement was found w.r.t. mass density and melting point (Table 2). In contrast to a relatively good agreement with experimental data for PF6− ion diffusivity, a significant overestimation of the Li ion self-diffusivity in LiPF6/PEO was found (Table 3). The difference was partially attributed to the estimated dynamic viscosity, which was found to be significantly lower than the experimental values for smaller molecular weight molecules (Table 2), approaching low concentration (5%) water solution level [52]. The latter assumption was founded on the relevance of segmental mobility, characterized by viscosity, in context of ion transport mechanisms (Section 1). The assumption was supported by the observed Li(PF6)6 complexation structures of ions (Fig. 7) which, in contrast, imply reduced long range Li ion diffusion due to reduced Li–O interactions. The complexation behavior and high Li ion diffusion were attributed to the significantly lower Li–PF6 complexation structures of ions (Fig. 7) which, in contrast, imply reduced long range Li ion diffusion due to reduced Li–O interactions. The complexation behavior and high Li ion diffusion were attributed to the significantly lower Li–PF6 complexation structures of ions (Fig. 7) which, in contrast, imply reduced long range Li ion diffusion due to reduced Li–O interactions. The complexation behavior and high Li ion diffusion were attributed to the significantly lower Li–PF6 complexation structures of ions (Fig. 7) which, in contrast, imply reduced long range Li ion diffusion due to reduced Li–O interactions. The complexation behavior and high Li ion diffusion were attributed to the significantly lower Li–PF6 complexation structures of ions (Fig. 7) which, in contrast, imply reduced long range Li ion diffusion due to reduced Li–O interactions. The complexation behavior and high Li ion diffusion were attributed to the significantly lower Li–PF6 complexation structures of ions (Fig. 7) which, in contrast, imply reduced long range Li ion diffusion due to reduced Li–O interactions.
Fig. 5. (a) initial and (b) final configurations of two PPG condensed phase unit cell deformation normal to the periodic chain direction (C=red, H=blue, O=yellow).

Fig. 6. (a) initial and (b) final configurations of Li separation from a single-unit PPGDA monomer (C=red, H=blue, O=white, Li=yellow).

Fig. 7. (a) configuration snapshot (Li=white, F=blue, P=violet), and (b) distribution of Li-(PF6) groups in LiPF6/PEO (cutoff distance 5 Å).

3.2. Crosslinking and size effects

Based on a comparison of dynamic stiffness ($E$) and its curve fit residual (Res) for structures of different sizes (Fig. 9), size convergence around periodic unit cell expansion levels of $3 \times 3 \times 3$ and $4 \times 4 \times 4$ is estimated. Due to computational expense, however, the expansion level of $2 \times 2 \times 2$ was selected for further study.

According to the stiffness values of the 50% crosslinked and non-crosslinked structures at strain rate of $8 \text{ ns}^{-1}$, a stiffness increase of approx. 50% and equilibrium viscosity increase of approx. 20 times were obtained. Furthermore, irrespective of the system size, the bond-dissociation-free deformation limit in uniaxial tension in the considered strain rate range was found to be close to 300% for the crosslinked structures (Table 5). Subsequently, by comparing against experimentally obtained stiffness vs crosslink density relation [62], the crosslinking effect on material’s elastic properties was considered as moderate and the crosslinked structure was employed for further study.

3.3. LiPF6 concentration and strain rate effects on viscoelastic properties

According to Kohlrausch’s law [63], a reduction in ion self-diffusivities/molar conductivities at increasing ion concentrations is expected. This evidently determines optimum ion concentration for maximum electrical conductivity, which corresponds to a trade-off between reduction in ion diffusivity and proportionality to ionic concentration. In contrast, the lowest applied strain rate (0.08 ns$^{-1}$) allows to predict an increase in the material’s stiffness due to LiPF6 concentration (Table 4). The latter trend has been observed experimentally for a different polymer/salt composite [16]. We found the stiffness increase to correlate with the material’s shear viscosity (Table 4), indirectly characterized by the initial ($t=0$) values of shear stress relaxation modulus (Fig. 11), and this motivated a comparison of radial distribution changes.
Table 4
LiPF6/PPGDA viscoelastic properties vs LiPF6 concentration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Li:EO</th>
<th>C [mol/l]</th>
<th>ρ [g/cm³]</th>
<th>E [GPa], εavg = 0.07, dε/dt = 0.8 ns⁻¹</th>
<th>E [GPa], εavg = 0.03, dε/dt = 0.08 ns⁻¹</th>
<th>ηNEED [mPa·s]</th>
<th>ηE [mPa·s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.167</td>
<td>0.88 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.78 ± 0.02</td>
<td>15.8 ± 4.0</td>
<td>118 ± 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:32</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>1.152</td>
<td>0.54 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.69 ± 0.03</td>
<td>9.6 ± 2.7</td>
<td>124 ± 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:16</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.152</td>
<td>0.57 ± 0.02</td>
<td>1.26 ± 0.03</td>
<td>9.7 ± 3.3</td>
<td>608 ± 96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Einstein/Green-Kubo relations

due to LiPF₆. From Li-P distributions (Fig. 10b), an increase in coordination w.r.t. the first and second coordination shells (indicated by the first and second RDF maxima, resp.) due to increasing LiPF₆ concentration was found. Based on it, larger Li(PF₆)ₙ clusters were assumed. The conclusion was supported by the obtained Li-(PF₆)ₙ group distributions (Fig. 12), which indicate a significant proportion of dissociated salt molecules and smaller proportions of Li(PF₆)₁ and Li(PF₆)₂ for the lowest LiPF₆ concentration. The presence of Li(PF₆)₃ groups in the lower concentration structure without analogous groups being observed in the higher concentration structure was attributed to the statistical limitation due to relatively small number of salt molecules considered (12 and 24, resp.). In contrast, a small reduction in the P-P and Li-O first neighbor coordination at increasing LiPF₆ concentration was observed (Fig. 10a,c). Subsequently, considering that at the simulation temperature LiPF₆ represents a solid phase material with a significantly higher density (Tₘ = 467K, ρ = 2.838 g/cm³ [64]), we could conclude that the stiffening of the material’s response was a result of LiPF₆ concentration dependent component segregation. Moreover, distinct increase in shear stress relaxation modulus anisotropy (Fig. 11) suggests that the LiPF₆ concentration may enhance local anisotropy of the material’s viscoelastic properties.

Further, we would like to highlight the qualitative dependence of the material’s response on deformation strain rate and equilibrium conditions by comparing the results above to the same quantities at strictly non-equilibrium conditions. The conditions include approximately two times higher reference strain (mean value 0.07) and an order higher strain rate (0.8 ns⁻¹) for dynamic stiffness calculation and shear viscosity estimation using a momentum exchange approach [29]. The comparison was intended as an attempt to link the aforementioned simulation conditions to relevant material states. The results (Table 4) indicate a nonlinear reduction of both quantities due to LiPF₆ concentration. Due to higher mean reference strain (LiPF₆ concentration dependent) for the 0.8 ns⁻¹ strain rate, the obtained moduli values were considered to represent a material response that involves significantly higher deformation state compared to the moduli at 0.08 ns⁻¹ strain rate. Likewise, since the non-equilibrium shear viscosity indicates one or two orders of magnitude reduction w.r.t. the equilibrated structures, it was assumed to represent phenomena that are applicable to strictly non-equilibrium conditions, e.g., rapid temperature change. Moreover, since this order of magnitude corresponds to that of noncrosslinked structure’s equilibrium viscosity (9.7 ± 1.2 mPa·s), we suggest that the full crosslink effect on the material’s viscoelastic properties necessitates equilibration/loading timescales which are compatible with the relaxation timescale of material. Subsequently, the observed differences in material response should be considered for higher length scale computational material models under analogous loading conditions.

3.4. LiPF₆ concentration effects on material failure

The failure simulation results (Tables 5 and 6) indicate that increasing LiPF₆ concentration reduces material strength and failure strain. It is observed that the number of dissociated bond counts during deformation decreases significantly with LiPF₆ concentration for the triaxial tension loading and slightly increases for the simple shear loading. The latter difference, which characterizes...
the extent of material damage at failure, is ascribed to intrinsic differences due to volume preserving and non-preserving deformations. Further, the dissociation of all C—O acrylate-ethylene bonds (128 in total) for the expansion deformation and all dissociating bonds belonging to the aforementioned bond type for the simple shear deformation indicate that primarily these bonds are likely to account for the initiation of material failure. As discussed above (Section 3.1), this behavior is in agreement with the estimated bond dissociation energy predictions. In contrast, no bond dissociation failure up to 10 GPa in hydrostatic compression was detected.

4. Summary and conclusions

An agreement with experimental results on similar materials has been found regarding a correlation between material's stiffness and electrolyte salt concentration. The observed behavior has been explained in the context of material nanoscale structure, considering radial distributions, and microscale structure, considering the effect of ion clustering on the material's viscosity. Further, in agreement with bond dissociation statistics, the triaxial tensile and simple shear deformation simulations indicate reduced material strength and failure strain at increasing LiPF₆ concentrations. Subsequently, the results facilitate the assessment of correlations between mechanical and electrochemical properties of a crosslinked PPGDA/LiPF₆ electrolyte. Complementarily, the implications of uniaxial loading strain and fast thermal fluctuations on material's mechanical response, resulting in significantly reduced stiffness and viscosity, respectively, have been discussed.

In similarity with LiPF₆ solvation structures in LiPF₆/PEO based SPE, an opportunity for improvement w.r.t. salt ion dissociation and solvation properties has been identified. For the achievement of the latter objective, alternative salts and plasticizers [65,56] (see also Section 1) could be considered.